ABSTRACT Summary: We have added two software tools to our Suite of Nucleotide Analysis Programs (SNAP) for working with DNA sequences sampled from populations. SNAP Map collapses DNA sequence data into unique haplotypes, extracts variable sites and manipulates output into multiple formats for input into existing software packages for evolutionary analyses. Map collapses DNA sequence data into unique haplotypes, extracts variable sites and manipulates output into multiple formats for input into existing software packages for evolutionary analyses. Map includes novel features such as recoding insertions or deletions, including or excluding variable sites that violate an infinite-sites model and the option of collapsing sequences with corresponding phenotypic information, important in testing for significant haplotype-phenotype associations. SNAP Combine merges multiple DNA sequence alignments into a single multiple alignment file. The resulting file can be the union or intersection of the input files. SNAP Combine currently reads from and writes to several sequence alignment file formats including both sequential and interleaved formats. Combine also keeps track of the start and end positions of each separate alignment file allowing the user to exclude variable sites or taxa, important in creating input files for multilocus analyses. Availability: SNAP Combine and Map are freely available at http:// snap.cifr.ncsu.edu/. These programs can be downloaded separately for Mac, Windows and Unix operating systems or bundled in SNAP Workbench. Each program includes online documentation and a sample dataset. Contact: ignazio_carbone@ncsu.edu Supplementary information: A description of system requirements and installation instructions can be found at http://snap.cifr.ncsu.edu
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in theoretical approaches for exploring population processes from DNA sequence variation within populations have resulted in a surge of new software tools (Beerli, 2006; Coop and Griffiths, 2004; De Iorio and Griffiths, 2004a, b; De Iorio et al., 2005; Hey and Nielsen, 2004; Lyngsø et al., 2005; Song, et al., 2005) . These tools are often designed and validated using simulated data with unique input file formats and rarely make provisions for converting data into those formats. As a result, biologists with real data of varying complexity must create input files manually. Large multilocus datasets make this increasingly complex and necessitate the development of software tools to make multiple DNA sequence alignments accessible to new evolutionary methods. We have developed two such tools that we report here. Suite of Nucleotide Analysis Programs (SNAP) Combine and Map will help researchers to visualize the distribution of DNA sequence variation within populations, extract and merge information from one or multiple sequence alignments and enable further analysis by creating input files for several population genetic analysis programs.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS
Previously we developed a workbench program that can manage and coordinate a series of programs (Price and Carbone, 2005) . SNAP Map will manipulate raw DNA sequence data from population samples into a variety of useful formats. This utility was conceived both to extract and characterize sequence variation in multiple sequence alignments and to serve as a bridge between existing applications requiring dissimilar input file formats. Variation includes both single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions or deletions (indels). An indel is defined as one or more contiguous sites in a multiple sequence alignment that contain gaps in at least one sequence. Beyond identifying variable sites, SNAP Map provides the option to include or exclude indels, missing data or infinite-sites violations. The infinite-sites model is based on the assumption that few polymorphic sites will have >2 nt present (Hartl and Clark, 1997) , and recent softwares such as Beagle (Lyngsø et al., 2005) and Shrub require that sites violating this assumption be eliminated from input data. In addition, we have included the ability to merge biogeographic or other phenotypic information with genetic sequence data to enable association-based analyses (Dean et al., 2005) . Our goal was to maximize flexibility of the program so that it may be used to catalog sequence variation or simply convert multiple sequence alignments into specific file formats (Table 1) .
A key feature of SNAP Map is the ability to collapse individual sequences into unique haplotypes, and to keep track of the count of each haplotype in the population sample. This is a necessary step for analyses that assume an infinite-sites model, and is a requirement for several of the software implementations we support (Table 1) . A haplotype is a specific sequence of alleles or SNPs. Haplotypes are a useful way of grouping individuals according to genotype and are part of a powerful framework for testing significant associations with phenotype (Carbone et al., 2004; Dean et al., 2005; Phillips et al., 2002) .
A novel extension of the collapse functionality is the option to collapse indels to unique integers. Indels are often removed from multiple sequence alignments because of the difficulty in modeling the mutation process at these sites. Our software provides the user with the option to extract indels and recode each unique indel with an one-digit integer. The appropriate integer is reinserted into each individual sequence, yielding alignments in Ã To whom correspondence should be addressed. which gaps are recoded as a single polymorphic site. By recoding indels, we can take full advantage of variation at these sites in parsimony analyses and identify those sites that are compatible with an infinite-sites model. For example, the recoding of multilocus microsatellite and fingerprint data has important applications in phylogenetics and allows us to combine rapidly evolving markers with more slowly evolving base substitutions when reconstructing patterns of descent (Carbone et al., 1999; Dettman and Taylor, 2004) .
SNAP Combine is designed to facilitate multilocus analyses. Since most existing software has no provisions for multilocus sequences, we developed a tool that could seamlessly merge sequence data for each individual/locus within the population. The merging operation performs a union of the input loci by default but intersection is also supported. The intersection is important to accommodate loci with missing sequence data for some taxa, thereby allowing researchers to begin data analysis while continuing the work to fill-in missing data. SNAP Combine merges multiple, potentially heterogeneously formatted, input files into an output file of specified format. Combine supports the following interleaved sequence formats for input and output: PHYLIP, NEXUS, FASTA and CLUSTAL. PHYLIP, NEXUS and FASTA are also supported as sequential sequence formats. SNAP Combine can be used to extract sequence subregions or taxon subsets and create new alignment files with specific combinations of loci. This is a powerful functionality and has been useful for examining patterns of sequence variation within and among loci (Charles et al., 2005) .
The lack of standard file formats for population analysis software is a ubiquitous problem and the process of manually converting between different file formats can be tedious and problematic. Both SNAP Map and Combine will simplify this process. The input file for SNAP Map is a sequential PHYLIP-formatted sequence alignment, a standard output file option in sequence alignment programs, such as CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994) , Sequencher Version 4.5 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI) and phylogeny inference packages, such as PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 2004) and PAUP (Swofford, 1998) . To facilitate the conversion, SNAP Combine has the added functionality of converting CLUSTAL W and NEXUS-formatted alignment files into the sequential PHYLIPformatted files for SNAP Map and vice versa. The conversion of combined PHYLIP files to CLUSTAL format is especially important when excluding strains from multiple alignments; this may result in suboptimal alignments with unnecessary alignment gaps that can easily be removed by realigning with CLUSTAL W.
IMPLEMENTATION
Our current implementation of SNAP Map generates more than 10 distinct output formats (Table 1) . These particular formats were included because of necessity as they are the required input file formats for the various analysis tools we use frequently in our laboratory and center (Carbone et al., 2004; Dean et al., 2005) . Each tool requires a specific input format that is not generated by other programs; this can be a source of frustration and error if generating these files manually. These are primarily applications developed for analyzing population structure and history within a non-parametric, coalescent or Bayesian framework but are also useful in multilocus macro-evolutionary analyses (Charles et al., 2005; Geml et al., 2006) . Several of these tools can include geographical location or other phenotypic data in their analyses of population processes, and SNAP Map can merge specific individuals or haplotypes with corresponding phenotypic data. This ability allows us to take full advantage of both non-parametric and parameter-rich sequencebased models in testing for significant genotype-phenotype associations.
SNAP Map generates a summary table output that provides a visual overview of sequence variation in the population sample. This serves as a convenient reference and as a tool for exploring evolutionary processes at specific variable sites. The summary table numbers each site and gives the position of the variable site in the original sequence alignment. Each site is further labeled as a transition/transversion and informative/uninformative polymorphism. If the sequences have been collapsed to haplotypes, the summary table includes the frequency of each haplotype and provides a haplotype consensus sequence.
FRAMEWORK
SNAP Combine is written in Java and Map in ANSI C. They were developed on Apple's OS X operating system, but can be compiled on any platform. Both are part of the SNAP suite of software tools developed in the Carbone laboratory at North Carolina State University (http://snap.cifr.ncsu.edu). SNAP WorkBench provides an event-driven graphical user interface for integrating SNAP Map, Combine and other command-line tools. Several program calls to SNAP Map, each including different options, can be included in the SNAP Workbench menus; we recommend using Map with the Workbench for maximum ease of use. These and other SNAP tools can be downloaded from our website. Can also combine multiple single locus MIGRATE files into one multilocus file.
